love me tender (2015)
Léa Tirabasso

Piece for 2 Dancers

Supported by TROIS C-L, Luxembourg ; Fonds Culturel National ; Ministère de la Culture ;
Oeuvre Nationale de Secours Grande-Duchesse Charlotte | stART-up; Cercle Cité (LU); The
Place London, TripSpace London (UK).
love me tender was performed at The Place London, TripSpace, Londres (UK); Bannanefabrik
(LU), International Tanzmesse Düsseldorf (tanzhause nrw), Staatstheater Darmstadt (DE); and
AGITARTS Figueres (ES).
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« Love is only the species’ will for survival »
Arthur Schopenhauer, The Metaphysics of Love.
The piece unravels the hidden sides of our minds and our bitter but yet oh so sweet fantasies. It
studies the contained anger and frustration one should not reveal, the natural inclinations of the
being and the censorship one impose to oneself in order to fit into society.
love me tender is the secret history of two loving souls.

CHOREOGRAPHIC APPROACH
Corporeality close to the one of the animal, and more precisely of the bird, is studied and
developed. Its destructured and jerky gesture is a source of inspiration. Here, the human bodies
go from the sublime to the absurd and from the harmony to dissonance.
Paintings, music, videos, photography and quotes are impulses I use to generate a
choreographic language, a theatrical situation or text. The piece is created around those go and
returns, in between questions and answers

PRESS
The most remarkable piece of the evening (…) not only original in its subject, but also inventive
in its shape and impeccable in its interpretation.
Marie-Laure Rolland, Luxemburger Wort (LU)
Effortlessly charming from start to finish, Léa Tirabasso’s work is a delight to behold.
Francesca McLoughlin, The Place Blog (UK)
(...) poignant; often very funny; visually and aurally appealing; and entertainingly enriched by the
uninhibited sincerity of the two protagonists.
Graham Watts, The Place Blog (UK)
Theatre and dance are inextricably linked for Tirabasso. Bodies move with a tragicomic
honesty. Speech is free, uninhibited and humorous. The most obvious reference, but
nonetheless pertinent to Pina Bausch’s Tanztheater Wuppertal arises naturally.
Léa Scherer, Ici-Londres (UK)
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TEAM
Léa Tirabasso – Choreographer Léa is a dancer and choreographer, working in London and
Luxembourg. Alongside dance, she studied History of Art and Literature.
As a dancer, she has worked with Johannes Wieland, Stephanie Thiersch, Michael
Langeneckert (DE), Chris Haring (AT) José Vidal & Company, Clod Ensemble, James
Finnemore, Seven Sisters Group, Peter Groom (UK), Jean-Guillaume Weis, Bernard
Baumgarten (LU).
For two seasons, she was a full time member of the TanzTheater Ensemble in Kassel (DE),
under the direction of Johannes Wieland.
As a choreographer, past works include « XX » (2012-2013), « Simones » (2013), « love me
tender » (2015) and « TOYS ». Her work has been performed in Luxembourg, Germany,
England, France, Spain and South Korea.
She is currently touring her latest work « The Ephemeral life of an octopus », co-produced by
Kinneksbond, Centre culturel de Mamer (LU), KLAP – Maison pour la danse (FR) and
commissioned by The Place London, NSCD Leeds and DanceXchange Birmingham (UK). The
project is also supported by South East Dance, Dance-City Newcastle and the Wellcome
Collection (UK), TROIS C-L and Fondation Indépendance (LU). The piece has been selected to
be part of the 10th edition of PODIUM (fka. Concours Reconnaissance), and is part of the 2020
Aerowaves Selection. The piece has been performed in Luxembourg, England and France.
Rosie Terry Toogood, dancer – Rosie trained at LIPA Liverpool, and with Kibbutz Company in
Israel. She worked with Jérôme Bel, Ivan Blackstock, Exzeb, Joss Arnott, Nina Kov and Rosie
Whitney-Fish (UK). She currently works with the choreographic collectives that she co-directs
Bufo Makmal and Sobjects (CH). She danced in the pieces « See my Friends: Rosie in
Wonderland », « love me tender », « TOYS » and « The Ephemeral life of an octopus » by Léa
Tirabasso.
Joachim Maudet, dancer – Joachim trained at Conservatoire National Supérieur de Paris. As a
dancer, he works with Christian Ubl (CUBe), Arthur Perole (Cie F), Katell Harteau and Leonard
Rainis (Le Pôle), Samuel Faccioli and Bérengère Fournier (La Vouivre), Tatiana Julien (Cie
Interscribo). Joachim creates the company Les Vagues in 2017 and develops his own works
since. He danced in the pieces « love me tender » and « The Ephemeral life of an octopus » by
Léa Tirabasso.
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TOURING CONDITIONS
3 People touring (2 Dancers, 1 Choreographer, 1 Tour booker/manager)
Performance fee X 1 show: 2300 Euros
The hosting venue ensure to cover travel, accommodations and meals/per diem for the team.
Technical informations - Attached document to this email

CONTACTS
Choreographer
Lea Tirabasso
0044 (0)792 819 6876
leatirabasso@gmail.com
www.leatirabasso.com
Facebook Léa Tirabasso - Instagram @leatirabasso

Touring
Victor Leclère, La Magnanerie
MAG.I.C MAGnanerie International Cooperation
0033 (0)1 43 36 37 12
victor@magnanerie-spectacle.com
www.magnanerie-spectacle.com
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Pitcures Deniz Kavalali
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